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U. S. Navy. We copy from the PensacMa
have left his bones for vultures.
The But, jf all were sufferers, the chief havoc sians, Indians, believers in all the shades na ; “I call every true Moslem to wit
Gazette, the following list of the naval force
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the
unlucky
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of
Pasha
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s
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not
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him.
He
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creeds,
which
makes
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of
Maness,
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I
call
heaven
and
earth
to
avenge
[iterijq| H1^IS
EVKRY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
declared himself come to take possession the Bey. A new process, by which the hommedanism as motley as the patches of the crime, that he dared to doubt that of the United States, furnished that paper by
^sevoHn?^1
JAMES W. BARTER & CO.
an officer.
of the lands of a ‘ traitor, in the sultan’s land was to be prepared for a tenfold har a Jewish garbendine.
The season was the sacred camel which carried the sacred
SHIPS OF THE LINE.
principle of Office,on the Alain Street, over D. Ilemich’s Bookstore.
name,
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the
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wind
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Rate,
Name.
srinningto be J Name.
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of
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had
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a
soul of its usual autumnal covering of and with a flowing sheet the vessel glided could utter no more ; he stood choking Franklin
1 Inore convenienti
Publishers do not hold themselves responsi80 g’ns
74 g’ns Alabama
°* l'alfa dozenpjp le f°r ahy error, in any advertisement beyond the dangerous antagonist.
Mustapha sprang shrubs, weeds and copse. The wind and from the bay, and floated along the shores with fury—“ Dared to utter it I” exclaim Washington 74
80
Vermont
c send tur a mount charged for its insertion.
80
Virginia
74
aside, returned the blow, and rushed up rain had taken full veiigq^nce on the at of that richest landscape of the world. ed his rescued antagonist : “ I never Coin mbus
'’a!IValc^^j_Q^Advertisem.ents, Letters, etc. relating to the
Pennsylvania 120
80
The soil Mustapha was delighted with the scene. doubted for an instant on the subject. 1 Ohio
on him like a roused tiger ; he followed it tempt to disturb the oWplan.
80
■ ' . i J®» W||iusiness department, of the paper may be directed to by a §pcond, and it was sufficient.
80
Delaware
The was torn up Up the very bowels, and the All to him was new, and novelty was the said, and say, that the sacred camel was N. Carolina
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His plan was instantly adopted. Know- surrounded
¡
by a multitude in a state of beauty, of grandeur, of the overwhelming dagger were at-my throat, I should say it Independece 54
Total 1.
has been
editorial department may be .addressed to James
charging him with their ca power of nature, luxuriated in the perpet stiff” : the saying was unlucky, for in the
ing that successful rebellion always confers insurrection,
¡
FRIGATES OF THE FIRST CLASS.
r—see how mi. REMICiI> as heretofore.
a title with the Porte, he took the Pasha’s lamities, denouncing his rashness as the ual magnificence of the sky, the mountains, i effort to second his demonstration by a United Stales 44
' the
Cumberland 44
signet from his finger, wrote an order in cause
1
of the sufferings which had fallen and the ocean, that now' expanded on him blow of a knife, hid in his sleeve, his foot Constitution 44
44
Sabine
'
M t S C E L L A N Y.
44
Savannah
his name, commanding the Bey Mustapha 1on the soil from angry heaven; and de for the first time. He had never before slipped, and befell under the very heels Guerriere
44
teeth destroye/^-^—'
--------------- to be reinstated in all his hereditary dig manding bread. The Bey was overwhelm seen the sea ; the Propontis- was but a of his enemy. The Arab instantly rushed Java
44
Raritan
44
rovocably g011H
MUSTAPHA,
Columbia
44
44
nities,.and having sealed it, locked the ed. The cry of a multitude was not to.be lake, affd the Bosphorus but a river ; he upon him, and before an arm could be Potomac
' arrogates i, THE PHILANTHROPIST.
44
St.
Lawrence
44
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body
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and
went
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to
the
resisted.
Yet
how
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he
to
remedy
the
now saw the majesty of the waters, spread raised for his protection, had hung him
sl "’velerate el;
Congress
44
Hudson
44
nothing
.
[C0NT1NUE1)'l
people. The Janizaries murmured, but suffering of the thousands ? He gave ing without a limit, sending forth the sun over the ship’s side. Even Mustapha Santee
Total 35.
44
111111
i'w( But this was the anniversary of the fo- the popular voice was against them. They them all that his palace contained. It fed at dawn, as from some pearly palace in now shrank from advancing, for the Arab
FRIGATES OF THE SECOND CLASS.
2 Blee(J!l>g,rigi()us Santon Abubeker, and on this, no drew their swords, Mustapha lifted his a few for a day ; he sold his jewels ! all the depths of the ocean, and at eve, swore by the holy stone of Mecca, that,
Total 2.
Constellation 36
(.o^f^^^^i’triminal could be executed before sunset. finger, and instantly a volley was sent from was but a drop in the sand. The popu opening their bosom for his descent among at his first step, he should see the heretic Macedonian 36
Y-an(l po^J Thrown into a gloomy cell of the palace, every window, which laid one half of their lar cry was raised louder still, when it was pavilions of purple and rose, and closing- tossed into the sea. “ But to show that I
SLOOPS OF WAR OF THE FIRST CLASS.
tad remainder¿Mustapha called for one of the cadis of number on the ground.
The lesson was found the Bey’s liberality was increased, over him with billows of molton gold. As understand justice,” he exclaimed ; “ 1 John Adams 20
20
Fairfield
bhockiajfjiilhe seraglio; tp receive his dying declara- expressive, the rest laid down their arms, in proportion to the clamor. He was em the vessel swept eastward from the gulf shall give the wretch one chance more :— Boston
20
Vandalia
20
a^ta°kc V011'innbclflce, the question of his called their Pasha a traitor who had led barrassed, and turned to the Scribe in his of Macri, the mountain ranges, that make Achmet Ben Saddai, son of an evil moth Lexington
20
St. Louis
20
_l)e(l*property, he too
granted, was al- the sons of the faithful to be butchered ; anxiety. “ Stop !” was the brief answer ; the rampart of the land from the violence er, do you acknowledge that the camel Vincennes
20
Concord
20
20
Cyano
20
strength, his t!jvays settled by his executioners.—He and desired to enter into the service of but the spirit of Mustapha was not made of the w'inter storms, seemed to fly away was white ?”—“ Black,” was the outcry Warren
20
Levant
20
’,llS eye js ¿Ils-had now time to ponder on his proceedings, the most magnanimous of Beys.
Musta- to stop in any thing. Liberal, eager, and behind him, light and rich colored as the in answer ; “ ay, blaqk as midnight!”— Natchez
Total 13.
20
of new lifa
What an infinite blockhead I must have pha’s sagacity told him that the Porté lofty, he determined to show himself supe clouds, and sw ift as the clouds themselves. “ Then down to'Satanni!” shouted the Falmouth
OF
THE
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WAR
SLOOPS
OF
k^tl^Jj^
exclamation,) “ to never quarrels with the bringer of presents. rior to this emergency. He now proceed All was wild, fantastic, and vivid. The Arab, attempting to fling him into the
18
Peacock
18
without any^Si rou^e myself about patching up the He sent the Pasha’s diamond hilted poni ed to strip himself of all that could be marble range of the Gulf of Macri was waves : but the Mollah would not be Erie
Total 3.
18
Ontario
titution. insiUrains of other blockheads.—If men are ac- ard to the Sultan, his purse to the Vizer, turned into value. The populace lived a follow'ed by the promontories that girdle shaken off; he clung to him with the nerve
SLOOPS OF WAR OF THE THIRD CLASS.
tc ho will be customed to be beaten, woe to the medler and distributed his horses among the di week in lazy luxury, and liked this style the great Gulf of Santilla. Mustapha, of death ; and the struggle was fierce until
16
Marion
16
Decatur
covered the
attempted to teach them to beat. If van. He received by return of his Tar of life so well that they determined to without the conscientiousness of a poet, the Arab uttered a scream of agony, and Preble
16
Dale
16
had feft t to run away acTotal 5.
16
tar, a firman from Constantinople, appoint continue it as long as they were able. felt the creative thoughts of poetry ; and both plunged out of sight together. On Yorktown
' - y renovaie;v°rfling to their national tastes, I should ing him to succeed the deceased Pasha, They at length used threats; those revolt compared the summits of the mountains, their rising to the surface, the Mollah was
BRIGS AND BRIGANTINES.
elcss particles,Ijao.w have been dining with the sultan, as a ‘ reward for his extinction of a rebel,’ ed the high mind of the Bey ; he drove as they sparkledWith incessant radiance, seen dead, strangled by the grasp of his Dolphin
Pioneer
10
ly 1'otli.
instead of preparing to drink sberbert so and a promise of the first standard of three them from the palace gates. That night to crowms of living jewels dropped on them powerful disputant.
Consort
10
The Arab was Porpoise
Total 5.
10
veoothinSb??err^^ against the grain, with the Houris,” tails that fell to the Imperial disposal. he was roused by a knocking at his cham from the skies ; or to the thrones of spir dying ; his broad chest displayed a mortal Boxer
SCHOONERS.
icles fromtheW;Kema^es *n the Mahomed in paradise.] Ambition was now dawning on him again ber door. As he opened his eyes, a broad its that stoop from the stars to keep watch wound, which the Mollah had contrived
Wave
10
Grampus
imors of the kHis soliloquy was interrupted by the jailor, and he longed to charge among the Mus glare of light burst across them. He look over the world. The glorious scene van to give him, at the close of the struggle,
Otsego
10
Shark
iso disease-fevvho ushered in a basket of dates, brought covites and bring off the heads of gener ed out from the casement ; a wing of his ished, only to be followed by a new mul as a final specimen of his skill in the art of Enterprize
Flying Fish
10
i
tby a messe“Ser fi-0«1 the cadi [judge,] to als swinging at his saddlebow.
A boat was ordered to be Experiment
But the palace was in flames, and some thousands titude of all the shapes of beauty, rising controversy.
Flirt
rodnee ’rheunrfoll the dying man that, being invited to a cadi’s messenger calmly pointed to the of the peasantry were flinging torches and from the distant waters like floatingpearls, let down to recover their remains ; but the
Total 8.
STEAMERS.
>duce gout;or,-.(ball at the Austrian embassy, be had sent landscape round him ; the mountains with combustibles on the remaining wing, while and constantly spreading and ascending, sailorship of the Mediterranian is tardy,
4
Poinsett
20
inpiion; or,upra one of his scribes to hear what be bad to forests of the most varied and vivid beau a host of women with children in their until they stood above him in gigantic and in the meantime the disputants were Missouri
4
Fulton
Mississippi
20
)r> upon the linui!:saya The detail was brief; floras it be- ty, plains covered with grain, the mosques, arms, were exclaiming against the tyrant heights and forms, some frowning in sav taken possession of by more interested
Total 4.
s'7om6l.ZTian-.th? sun was settins and the last d'P and minarets, the cottages and pastures— who had starved them. Mustapha grasp age grandeur, some clothed with sunshine activity. A couple of sharks had contin
STORE SHIP.
hold them, of his rim in the Propontis was to be the and asked whether this was not better ed his scimeter, and would have rushed like sheets of gold, some winding away ued eyeing the struggle at the ship’s side, Relief
Total 1.
ging thesehuwsignal of parting with that head which than being rescued from the bowstring by out among the ingrates. He was check bathed in twilight, like the figures of a in fair expectation of the consequences.
Whole number of vessels, sixty-eight.
ire for all these %ad been of little use to him. “ Prince,” the explosion of a shell, or being within ed by a gentle but firm hand. It was the long procession veiled in vestures of eter They now pounced on both the doctors,
These vessels, with few exceptions, mount
XraonS^hAs.Pered tbe scribe, as he pointed to the five minutes of the sharpest axe of the se young Scribe’s.
nal purple.
During the whole voyage swept them through surges, whose foam many more guns than they are rated. The
a itself- far sinking of the orb, “ there is but a moment raglio ? As the youth spoke his words
“ Your time is not yet come to be torn down the coast between Rhodes and they soon turned red, and left the merits Ships of the line, rated 74 to 120, mount from
cTmore and aioreibet ween thee and death; what wouldst and made his obeisance for having taken to pieces by the rabble,” said he ; “ follow Scanderoon, Mustapha and the Scribe of black and white camels to be settled 80 to 140 guns —The Independence razee, is
rated 54, and mounts 64 guns. Frigates
e by purging Mliou give to leave the dungeon behind so great liberty, Mustapha’s eye glanced me.”
were constantly on deck together, enjoy by posterity.
of the First class, rated 44, mount from 54 to
3 which producesijj|ee
Concluded next week.
on his emerald ; the letters were still un
“ And leave those wretches unpunish ing the luxuries of this great banquet of
64 guns. Two sloops of War of the First
eAJUmds, treasure, and all that avarice intelligible, but they seemed to assume a ed ?” was the quick exclamation of the nature, but ejich according to his own
class are rated 20, and mount (with the ex
putrefaciwn,.« caild solicit,” exclaimed the prisoner, his less cloudy shape.
feelings. Mustapha, with loud and elo
He was a genius, Bey.
New Method of Tanning Leather. ception of two) 24 guns; the two exceptions
L exercise is seen, xTleut nature starting into sudden energy when was a genius content with being as
“ Better leave any thing, than leave quent delight ; the scribe with deep and The Wayne Standard has a detailed ac are the Cyane and Levant ; these vessels
hope—“ What am I to do for life ?”
happjT and quiet as wealth could make your own head on their pikes,” was the silent rapture. When the tongue of the count of a new inode of tanning leather by mount no more than the number of guns
they are rated. The Sloops of War of the
lEoicmisABsii “ The task is the simplest in the world,” him ? He went among his people, found calm answer, as the Scribe led him, al noble Bey loftily poured out his wonder,
a speedy process, the substance of which Second Class rated 18, mount 22 guns. The
'onduitsofibebvas the reply, “ it is to keep thy thoughts every thin^ old, useless and absurd ; made most unconsciously, down a dark corridor the eyes of his young companion spoke it is thus prepared to our hands by the Jour
Sloops of the Third class mount the number
ire kept free I«,© thyself.”
his changes in all instances, and succeed which opened on the palace gardens. in the quiet tears of the soul. Yet this nal of Commerce. An air-tight cylindri of guns they are rated. The Brigs, Brigan
ild prevent ils»1 Mustapha struck his head remorsefully, ed in nothing.
The arts of husbandry The shouts rose again, and the flames difference of their faculties was no hin cal vat is constructed with an orifice for tines, and Schooners, rated 10, mount 12 or
m beS“«i‘ lf£on? ibis hour I ever try to make the had been the occupation of the peasant burst triumphantly over the gilt cupola. drance to their friendship. It but gave a
putting in the skins, with pipes by which 14 guns, and those marked without any rate,
i is thus assistedlivorld wiser than it chooses to be, may 1 from the infancy of time. The arts them The Bey turned, but the eye of the young fine, variety to their thoughts ; and Mus to admit and discharge the liquor, and mount, if any, one, two, three or four.
; whichshabwqe impaled in the Antmeidan 1’ [before selves had never gone beyond their infan- guide was on him ; and he felt its pow tapha, new to the world, and newer still to with an air pump for the purpose of ex
National Temperance Convention. We
iANDRETH’s On^oon] was
fl«ick exclamation. The Gy- The Bey discovered a hundred im- er. Two of his Arab chargers were stand himself, often turned away from all the hausting the air from within the vat.
learn
that the National Temperance Conven
The roar and splendors of earth and heaven, to fix his
LOAD WAY, Wadi’s deputy stamped upon the floor, and provements ; the people were hard to be ing saddled before him.
Having suspended some skins prepared tion at Saratoga Springs consisted of five
uween Princur^ low rumbling noise was heard ; a stone taught ; in some instances, however, he the flame rose wilder together. “ Time is eyes on the countenance beside him, as its in the ordinary way, and produced, as hundred and sixty delegates and members.
^ZiifljSNorWyrddjjjjiiy slipped on one side, and disclos- prevailed on them in mere obedience to precious,” said the Scribe, mounting one expression was touched by the moment, nearly as possible, a vacuum with the air There were from the Slate of New York
The Bey reluctantly glowing with solemn enthusiasm, and al pump, some cold hemlock liquor is, after three hundred and eighty-six, Massachusetts
adopt his new ploughs, his new system of of the horses.
79 H
*;d a dark’ windi?S stair- ,
Comer ofGrcmd ‘ In this cave is safety,’ said the young watering the ground in the fierce heats of mounted the other. The Scribe gave his ternately pale and crimson with the high an hour, admitted and suffered to remain fifty, Vermont forty-six, Connecticut twentythe rein. Both were instantly at devotion of a worshipper of nature.
Pa. 154 Wsferibe, and plunged in ; the prisoner fol- the oriental summer, and his new contriv- charger
<
ten minutes. It is then discharged, and three, New-Hampshire four, Rhode Island
ati, 119 Mainsl!j^Ve.d. The stair fed deep into the foun- ance for sheltering their cattle. But for full
But they were now to lose the enchant the vat exhausted of air and kept so for two, Maine three, New-Jersey seven, Penn
speed, and rushing like the wind tow
1
sylvania nine, Maryland four, Michigan four,
^•/J)1^£dation of the palace ; at length a glimpse one example of obedience, there were ten ards
the long and sandy shore of the Med ed shore ; and the vessel, leaving Scan an hour; then the liquor is again admitted Louisiana three, Alabama two, Wisconsin
!
deroon,
ran
down
the
coast
of
Syria.
No
iterranean,
where
it
curves
like
a
ring
of
to
the
contrary,
‘
Intolerable
fools,
’
he
i
i ans 3 Old Lew
was visible ; he opened a grate,
for ten minutes and then discharged. Af three, Ohio three, Illinois two, Georgia two,
with Samos, blue and beautiful, a change could be more complete ; all was ter repeating the process six times a piece Iowa one, Canada one, Sweden one, Sand
<sea lay before them, broad, calm ■exclaimed, when after a day of argument gold,
|
on, 70 Meeting#^
silver beauty of ten with a group of clowns, he succeeded on- huge
the barren wilderness ; even the sea seem of calf skin of ordinary thickness was ta wich Islands one, and three from places not
I, 63 Notre Da« cause i-rnjng
sapphire in the rim.
1
For two days they wandered along the ed to share the melancholy monotony of ken out, dried and curried, and by judges named. The convention sat three days; and
to be securtj» rency o's^ars> ^t a signal a boat ap- ly in making them puzzled and himself an
f to bo Brandnlti ment r arting from the cypresses which gry, ‘ what is the use of throwing away coast,
All around was intolerable pronounced to be a first and unequalled besides the transaction of considerable busi
until they reached the town of Scala the land.
<
irchase withoo^
glare ; the horizon of the waters had the quality of leather. To thicker and heav ness, which elicited much debate, held five
busihF
3
raglio
wall.
The
Bey
sprang
Nova.
The
prospect
had
the
usual
love

one
’
s
ideas
on
slaves
as
dull
as
the
earth
rson selling bast
public meetings, in which large audiences
be cij<f messenger followed, and the that they tread ?’
1 liness of the west of Asia. The bright look of a vast buckler of brass. The air ier skins the liquor is admitted from twelve were addressed by Gerrit Smith, Esq., Rev.
kaenev, and O’;
was
stagnant
;
human
life
soured
in
the
stream,
the
noble
hills,
the
brilliant
sea,
‘ None,’ said the sententious young i
no Certificate | doulj
turned his helm away from the
to eighteen times. Some pieces when Dr. Bernan, Rev. John Pierpont, Rev. Mr.
nths from datetl*" bly
and hoisting his little sail, soon scribe. Mustapha raised his aching head the magnificent forests of Ionia, were be universal scorching ; and as pilgrimage curried were declared by experienced Slicer, Dr. Charles Jewett, and several of the
genuine. F'l
empbque and tower far in the horizon. from the sofa, where he had flung himself fore his eyes ; but he could see qothing was the freight, bigotry broke out like a shoe-makers and tanners to be handsom Reformed Drunkards. Seldom have so large
nts in York
pestilence on board.
Mustapha listened, er, stronger and more flexible leather than a number of able and influential men been
[N O. LaKgl^U honMa felt all the sudden elation of in keen vexation; and darting his eagle’s but the flames rising over his palace, and
othefe He lavished promises of opulence eye into the countenance of his young re hear nothing but the roar of the ungrate first with astonishment to the bitterness if tanned in the old way. The time re convened. The deliberations were conduct
Maine—or
of men for opinions, and then with laugh- quired is from twelve to thirty-six hours. ed with the greatest harmony. The conven
prover, expected to have frowned him ful multitude.
Vow
contó deliverer.
tion adjourned on Thursday evening.—;V. F.
ver St., 1^
“ Fool that I was 1” he exclaimed, as; ter at the absurdity of the opinions. He
iiavJu must, at least, promise me one into the depth of humiliation. But to his
The theory of the process is this. The Jour, of Com.
BUNK, J'
\
said the scribe, “ it is, not to send surprise, he was met by a glance as lofty he dashed his hand against his ample fore■ saw the Persian ready to take the Turk exhaustion of the air from the vat re
vans & HeVlU
¿¿}k to Constantinople.
Having o- as his own. It was the first time he had head ; “ doubly fool, to expect that a gen■ by the beard, and the Turk ready to re- moves from the skin that atmospheric
Money Digging. A farmer in the vicinity
3enjamin F. V ,
my master’s orders, I must think distinctly seen that countenance ; for the eration of those souls of clay could under. turn the insult by the poinard, for the pressure which is a chief principle of ca of Castine, in Maine, the present season, pre
, JV. SHeldoi^l
question, which of two men who had died pillary attraction, and causes a rapid evap paring his land for tillage, had occasion to
to--------------------the shadow young scribe habitually wore the deep stand my intentions.”
,S.Parks<S> . wself; and a return ...
t S. J. S. T. O- sfene Sublime Porte would substi- turban of his profession and his eye was
“ Time is the teacher,” said the young a thousand years ago, was the true de orization, by which the uncharged water excavate the top of a ledge, and on removing
“ May the and galic acid in the skins is thrown off, the earth, found lying loose on the top of a
Now, Scribe ;—“ the man who does in one year, scendent of the prophet.
11
thafey head for yours.” The pledge constantly cast upon the ground.
rock a quantity of ancient coin of pure silver..
Cotton Linkin' PI0(ven. The’little vessel shot along however, it was shown fully, and struck what he ought to do in ten, must have prophet spurn them both out of paradise,” and also produces a reduction of temper
Many of these coins are a curiosity, being of
onathen Rofisf ingy day break it had reached the long him as singularly expressive. It had the a master of his own who will pay dear for was his laughing exclamation; “ for the ature which effects a contraction of fibre all shapes and forms.
It would seem they
nk-port,
to.forrow line af rocks which embattled classic form and somewhat of the melan his lessons. Try the world again.” But Shiite and the Sonnite would quarrel about in the skins, thereby further, expelling were cut down to an exact weight. They all
choly impress of the Greek statue, but it the Bey scorned the world ; and resolv the number of pearls in its pavement.” their unchanged water, and thus affords have upon them a coinage,»but most of them
, James
si/hofe of what was once Ilium.
^jo'iwSanbd! r he journey to the Karamanian hills! was enlightened by the full splendor of the ed on turning dervise, or fakeer, or her Even while he was speaking, a furious to the liquor when admitted, a more easy very uncouth and without date, and clearly'
battle arose in the forepart of the ship. and ready penetration in to them,.—Balti show the great improvements made since the
?7i, Winbum
s rapidly made ; the Bey being inform- Asiatic eye. The Bey grew silent, a feel- mit.
days of our fathers in the coinage of money.
“ Let me go,” said the impatient exile, He was rushing towards it; but the Scribe more American.
ni, E- Henry
?jy the scribe that orders had been al-• ing of awe, respect and submission, alto—Exchange paper.
Benjamin Du£^^ sent off for the confiscation of his> gether new to his imperious spirit, influ- “ where never sight or sound of man will pulled his robe, and he turned. “ They,”
We have seen and examined pieces of the
Look to this, Parents. “ If he had
>
6 ,ds ; and his own energy being deter- - enced him, and from this moment he was reach me. O, let me wander where the said the youth, “ are two doctors of the
above described coin. The dollar pieces
mosque
fighting.
”
Mustapha
stopped
at
brought
me
up
properly,
I
should
not
have
earth
will
be
all
alike
to
me,
where
in
the
rield E- i • aed to counteract the blow if possible. . conscious that he had a master.
seem to have been cut from a bar, struck
The summer was beautiful and the Bey length- and breadth of universal brother once. He had no possible desire to inter been here,” were the last words of Peter once or twice with a hammer, and then
William Sta\ _iey arrived just the evening before the;
John Mor^sl '¿jsha of Karamania, who was ordered to> exulted in the success of his experiments. hood all individuality is forgotten ; let me fere between such slippery personages Robinson, who was hung in New' Bruns stamped with a singular looking die, resem
•
h' pv mbtecute the sentence.
He was a daring, Wherever he had directed the husbandry, be the bandit of Roumelia, the Arab of the as doctors of the mosque, and he returned wick, New Jersey, for the murder of Suy- bling Chinese characters. A great number
r/IOMose^ nilif'iedy and licentious ruffian ; tmd the all seemed to be more luxuriant than in Zaara, or the Tartar of the northern wil his half drawn scimetar into his sheath. dam. This monster in the form of a man of the pine tree shillings were found, very an
cintire & ° wjjnd of confiscation would raise a Turk the whole range of the land beside. But derness.
Never will I be the friend, the But he had not for to follow the combat had been permitted while a boy. to do cient in their appearance ; upon one side
ants, for one of them, a huge Arab of pretty much as he pleased. Like too ma bearing a figure of the pine tree, upon the
Oshua E.
* any degree from the bed of death. At one evening, the sun plunged into a belt protector, or the prince, again.”
other the date, 1652, and masathvsets, for
George The ty break the trumpet of the Pasha was of the clouds which mounted rapidly from
In two days more, a Venetian ship was Medina, came running to the stern, drag ny in the present day, he was subject to Massachusetts. European coin was found
Jos®Ph j,s> r5ford in front of the palace gate.—Musta- the Mediterranean. The wind rose in to sail for Egypt, with pilgrims for the ging the other along by the neck, to throw no restraint. Instead of being made to from two to three hundred years of age.—
Mustapha’s humanity Work he was allowed to lounge through We understand there has been about six hun
“ Before you make your him overboard.
L rak MaxP0,IJ *a would have fought for inheritance, wild gusts—night, sullen, chill and star Holy House.
dw;u * Cbpul ad there been time to summon his peo- less, covered the mountain forests as with trial of solitude,” said the young scribe, instinctively made him grasp the defeated the week and to fish on the Sabbath, and dred dollars found. When put there, and
Alc, •'—:S, 3 ; but the Pasha was irresistible.
His a pall, under which the work of death was “ try how you like the march to Mecca.” party, as he was on the poirft of being as might have been expected, he has come by whom, is a mystery not very easily ex
G A Nifejopg of five, hundred Spahis instantly to go on undisturbed.
The peasantry Mustapha was indifferent to everything ; flung to the fishes. While with one hand to a disgraceful end. What must be the plained.— Waldo Signal.
\ase tO'osL'fed the courts and a glorious day of plun- were roused from their sleep by the roar he would have marched to China, or the he held up the unlucky combatant, and feelings of his father’s heart when his fe
Reward Offered. The Frederick Her
“ To Mecca, with the other kept his vanquisher at bay, lon son reproaches him with being the au ald contains the Proclamation of the Govern
,«0
SpCfuffLj Was expected ; but the Pasha had no of sudden torrents, the thunderstorms set moon alike, if he could.
And they both he asked what could have been the cause thor of his crime or ignominy 1
' * —^gfeire to indulge them with the treasures their mosques in a blaze, the lightning ri then,” was the answer.
or, offering a reward of one thousand dollars,
Parents, remember the dying words of and a free pardon, to any one of the parlies
of this mortal hatred ?—“ Ask the villain
ri’ortlandve^ *°
s^owed up in the jewel chamber fled and scattered the ancient trees which went on board.
The passengers were, like all the living whom you have barely kept from my mur Robinson :—“¿f he had brought me zip implicated in the robbery of the Frederick
; services othe palace.
There he proceeded a- for centuries had been the shelter of their
County Bank, for such disclosures as may
E m? of th0Uiie. His surprise was excessive, at find- cottages ; all was ruin. When day rose, cargoes which are yearly thrown on Ara der,” exclaimed the defeated Mollah. properly, I should not have been kere.”
lead to the arrest and conviction of his asso
IS, j’iti this gti g the chamber already occupied by the slow, sad and imperfect, the landscape far bia, composed of the produce of every na “Does the miscreant dare to repeat his
ciates in crime.
On the heels of folly treadeth shame.
icing ahols, tf'-anger Mustapha, wIk was supposed to and wide was one scene of desolation. tion, of the Moslem, Turks, Tartars, Per- impious words,” roared the man of Medi>y
Poor.o
»unk, Juindot!
‘ide> »¿¿i*’
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Ious amendments to be proposed, were given, linvolved in one of their usual tempests of
POLITICAL
of authority, you are held justly ¿eü?
¡T be correspondent of the Express says, how-1 t/ts-“ order,” not, however, as wild and perin requiring the employment of a i
A
1
K
A
s
1
s
s
over, that the
LATER FROM CHINA.
lie resistance will do no harm _
as plexiug as that of the Senate.
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
force than the Land Agent deemed n ' I sÀÏüî
a
o J t
, I l^t} bill is sure to pass with Mr. Clay’s amendAfter thé presentation of a few memorials,
Quite a sensation was produced among the
M
oixday,' Aug.
2. In the
Sma/e, Mr., Cal- ...vui,
ment pcovncu,
preserved, auu
and expresses
expresses me
the opinion
opinion a motion was made to take up the Bankrupt TO THE HON. JOHN FAIRFIELD. ry to accomplish the object in view n
■
...
.
i
.
.
merchants at New York, on Wednesday
,’.7-,ed lle.me.n;!?r'al oí- « >H.r»ber Of thni tJ,e bin wouill fir,„ny
on iirjd
Sir—-Having been at the head of the State the appropriation of the Legislatul.e’ ’r >
bill. This after much delay in taking the
morning, especially those connected with ClttZCrtS
nnftl'lnnd Cnuhtv
I’An. TL,.
_____ adjourned
>•
> at ¿
.
.
—
*• JJ
citizens Oí
of Cumberland
County, Vimmn.
Virginia, rep
The House
11* 1o,’clock,
P. M.
Administration
for the last two years, and be- ed you in doing. Here was thestarti, “
Yeas and Nays on the various incidental
the China trade, by the announcement that resenting that a National Bank was unconsti
■ ing again a candidate for re-election to that of that tissue of follies, absurdities « :
questions,
etc.
was
taken
up
in
Committee
of
themiship• Akbar, was
from udinuu.
Canton.
f below,
Mduvv, num
tutionai
and
repealable.
Some
debate
arose
tutional
Friday, Aug. 6. In the Senate, the Navy the Whole, but without debate was laid down honorable and responsible station, the atten gance and peculation in which youi
1 he inference of course was, that the port on the subject, in which the question of the
istration was plunged, and which I «hir
was at least temporarily opened, which constitutionality of a Bank was discussed, Pension bill came up,/and a motion by Mr. again, and the committee rose for want of a tion of the people is turned towards your sider further hereafter.
vn
characteristics as a public man, as exemplified
VVilliarns to repeal the act of 1837 was neg qubrum.
________ __ ___ Verity
proves
....... with particular• reference
ninizne to
«r. have
10»a been
bee:: the fact.
feet. ’..........
Phe Akbar
i
FO
to the proceedings
They then succeeded to take up, in Com in your administration and public acts.
left China on the 16th April, bringing sixteen oi the Convention which framed the Consti atived—yeas 19, nays 28.
ABB.
THE POSTMASTER GENERh
Have
you
given
evidence
of
such
capacity
On
motion
of
Mr.
Buchanan,
the
bill
was
mittee,
the
Bill
to
repeal
the
S
ub
-T
reasury
,
days later advices. She made the passage in tution, so far as they related to the subject.
JOHJ
A great hue and cry has been ra|s5
JOSE
thè short period of one hundred and nine There was much difference in regard to facts. so amended as to continue the present law which, after short debate, was taken into the for public business, prudence, moderation, the Loco Foco newspapers, in everv i
dignified
firmness,
and
that
far-seeing,
provi

till
the
close
of
next
session.
In
this
shape
House, and the Committee discharged from
days. The Horatio sailed two days before
tion,
against
the
present
Postmaster
G.
'
FC
the
bill
was
engrossed
for
a
third
reading.
dent
sagacity
in
regard
to
the
great
interests
In the HoUse. immediately after the Jour
its consideration by a majority of one. It was
lor New York. The Leonidas from Macao
The bill from the House to distribute the debated in the House by Messrs. Mason of of Maine, which the people have a right to for various alterations which bavetakp^H
JOH«
nal was read,Mr. Sergeant called up the
for.New York, passed Anjier 5th May.
in the transportation of the Mails—aD(i ■
The Akbar brings a full cargo of teas and Senate bill incorporating the subscribers to proceeds of the Public Lands was now Md. Pierce, Gordon and Shields of Ala. The require and expect in the highest public func of the Whig journals, experiencing „J? ‘
FO
tionary of this great and increasing State ?
taken up, and Mr. O. H. Smith of Indiana, House Üién adjourned.
silks. She is owned by some of the (origin the Fiscal Bank oi’ the United States.
convenience no doubt from the ch 1
Let
the
history
of
your
administration,
your
DAVI
entered
into
a
lucid
exposition
of
its
features
Mr.
Sergeant,
at
half
past
eleven
b
’
clhck.
ally) poor Boston boys;, uuw
has been
uccn aabsent
use nt
’
7 .......... 1 — . expressed surprise and dissati?M
own public acts, your official documents and have
and a powerful argument in
and
in this.. time has commenced his speech introductory to the and principles,
■ r. •
twenty-two months, l
...................
We beg leave to inform them fib tCl1’
Great Battle in the Indian Country. correspondence answer.
z
'
.
/
.
L?.When
he
had
conclud

bill.
He
went
on
to
argue
in
support
of
the
*
avor
°
‘
lts
passage.
cleared her owners $200.000.
bienn
You have the support of an efficient, pow Whigs—the Locos we care nothing a 'J
ed, no one being ready to prosecute the dis Large numbers of Indians, negroes and mon
Corn. Elliot, with the British fleet, had un constitutionality of the Bank.
that
they
do
great
injustice
when
they
i?
i
We obs
grels,
from
Florida,
have
been
placed
upon
erful
and
thoroughly-organized
party
to
aid
Mr. McLellan of New York, followed for cussion, the Senate went into Executive Ses
disputed possession of Canton. The fleet
.1...
the borders of ARSfhsas and Missouri. Bv you, and determined efforts of a band of of the blame for these innovations to Mr r
opposition
was lying above and below the place. The an hour in opposition to the argument of Mr. sion.
a gentleman, directhkom Fort Leavenworth, fice-expectants, whose only hopes of again ger. Every one of them, of which w'e I the qttestii
intelligence that the Commodore had ’been S. or to the constitutionality of a Bank.
In the Houserthe Fiscal Bank bill was taMr. Saunders of N. C., and Mr. Kennedy i ken up at early hour, and Mr. Roosevelt of we learn that some six hundred negroes from feeding from the public crib rest upon your heard any complaintes thÆ handy WûrL sions of t
superseded, had not reached t||ere. A large
Florida, and runaways from the Choctaws
John M. Niles, the late Postmaster (\,
Chinese army occupied the hiH, in sight, be of Indiana, argued that a Bank was uncon New York made a speech against its passage. and Cherokees, and from the whites, united re-election, will unquestionably be brought On the thirtieth of June last, the con? Such it su
to
your
support.
But
aside
from
party
or

stitutional.
Mr.
Stuart
of
Va.,
spoke
an
hour)
When
Mr.
R.
’
s
hind the city, but they offered no interruption
When Mr. R.’s hour had expired, Mr. King with a few Indians, and perhaps a few white
for the Mail Routes all expired WeT
to the British arms, nor to the commerce of in defence of the bill, maintaining that it was of Georgia spoke an hour on the other side. men, have been gradually associated in the ganization and the efforts of partizan expec before us a pampF.let issued by Niles, £ good reaso
tants,
upon
what
principles
of
policy,
demon

constitutional.
]f the pub
the place.
When he had concluded, there were but six fastnesses west of Arkansas. Not long since strated by your gubernatorial administration ; December 22d, 1840, inviting proi.osa)
Teas were permitted to come into Canton
faithfully,
minutes to twelve, when the debate must they marched high up Red River, and camp or upon what public acts of yours, which have transporting the Mails in New England
Tuesday, Aug., 3. In the Senate the forti close, and Mr. W. Cost Johnson of Maryland
as usual. The last edict from the Emperor
the people
ed for the purpose of hunting Buffalo. They now become matters of public history, do you proposal is there advertised for. îo
at Pekin, was, that the barbarians must be fication bill was taken up and debated during took the floor.
built a very tolerable fort with logs, surround rely for a restoration of that confidence of. Land Mail from New York to BosJi adoption o
the
day,
on
questions
of
amendment,
the
ma

exterminated. The, Emperor had not heard
The Committee of the Whote proceeded
jor part of which were rejected. The bill to vote on “ all the amendments pending or ed by a ditch, to protect themselves against the people, which, though once possessed in leave New York on Sunday. Over'ii j on the cor
ol the fall of Canton when the Akbar felt.
all dangers. They caught but few buffalo,
route from Boston, by Dorchester, Mil
Conimodore Elliot promptly opened the was got through with m committee, but be wliich may be offered” prior to reporting the and therefore to supply their wants, invaded an eminent degree, your own friends admit Randolph, East Stoughton, North Brida J had feeling
you have justly forfeited and lost?
port of Canton to the’shipping of every na fore action was had in the Senate, a motion
he lessene
the possessions of the Choctaws and carried
Will you refer the people to the exercise ter and West.Bridgewater, to Bridgew^
tion. Ten American ships had arrived, all of was carried to adjourn.
The first question was on the motion of off' cattle, poultry, grain, etc. The Choctaws of the authority reposed in you under the the Mad used to be carried daily-great ? promotion
w hich were discharging and taking in cargoes
The. House resumed, in Committee of the Mr. Deane of Ohio to strike out the enacting followed, but finding their numbers and for Resolve of January 24th, 1839, for the pro satisfaction has been expressed by oUrffie! to the advi
ol 1’eas. A large number of British ships Whole, the consideration of the Fiscal Bank clause—yeas 87 ; npes 136.
________ ____
r
VIJAyJ
tifications
an overmatch,
they lclIIVU
retired,, ttIjy
and tection to the timber on our public lands from in those towns, that they now have a j
were taking in Teas.
A great number of amendments, proposing sent to Fort Gibson for the United States depredation ? Time and reflection, and the but three times a week. On turnin« to iJ expenditur
and Mr. J. T. Mason, of Maryland, went into
All vessels were hurrying to get in their an argument.against the constitutionality of a a reduction of capital, change of location, etc. Dragoons. Capt. Moore, of Company D.)
D., knowledge acquired from the last two years’ route on the pamphlet, we find proposals» the public
cargoes to get away before any more trouble Batik-, aud in support of its repealability. Mr.
etc., were severally offered and rejected. Mr. was sent to capture them with three coinpa bitter experience, will now enable you and ed to carry the Mail upon it three times«»! reason is tl
should break out. Com. Elliot had declared Charles Biown, of Pennsylvania, replied par Adams’s amendment to strike out the com-. nies of Dragoons,
------- - but‘ after arriving
’ ■
upon the
All the changes that have been made J much good
that if the Chinese prevented Teas from com ticularly to the argument ol Mr. Sergeant de promise section was defeated by 105 to 48., Red River, he found their entrenchments too us to examine this subject with that sober
calmness and truth which its importance de place on the first of July—and took placeu ceive the s
ing in from the country, or obstructed the livered yesterday.
Every proposition of amendment having been[ strong, and their number too great to venture mands. And we can now see the results der contracts made from proposals issu'J
trade of the city, he ivould immediately com
The ann
Mr. Washington, of N. C., after reviewing successively voted down, the Committee rosei an attack. He accordingly sent to Fort which were achieved to the State by the wis Mr. Niles. Coming into the office, as JI
mence hostilities and would destroy the city, the remarks which had been made yesterday and reported the bill to the House precisely
Towson and was re-iuforced with a fine dom and prudence, or by the folly and reck Granger did, with no knowledge of these d eluding th
There was an abundance of Teas in Can in favor of the bill, with which he most cor as it came from the Senate.
company of infantry, and a couple of pieces less improvidence of your measures.
tails, he had no course to pursue than to bas ’ Printing, et
ton. to load all the ships.
Hie question being now on ordering thei of cannon.
dially agreed, said that the authority of Wash
The protection of the timber on the public bis contracts upon the proposals called forbi if any, shoi
imniediately after the fall of the Bogue ington and Madison was sufficient to satisfy bill to a third reading, Mr. Arnold of Tennes
The cannon were shortly brought to bear lands from depredation, was the great and his predecessor—and to change them afte
forts, the city of Canton was evacuated by him that be was pursuing a constitutional see (for the first time in his life, as he observ
if change should be found necessaJ This is bj
all who could afford to leave, taking with course in sustaining the bill. He adverted to ed,) moved the Previous Question. Second upon the works and soon made the splinters leading measure of your administration ; and wards,
fly and the logs move so queerly, that the ref the importance of the measure arose from the Whether Mr. Niles introduced theseclwi An annua
them their families and property, and when the arguments of the gentleman from North ed, and the Main Question Ordered. The
the Akbar left, China street and ihe business Carolina, (Mr. Saunders) and showed by a se bill was then ordered to a third readins—veas ugees, at a signal rushed outside of their for- intrinsic value of public property at slake and into his advertisements for the express pr dollars woi
, tifications and began to form upon the prai in jeopardy, and also from its connection with pose of embarrassing the proceedings olliii Ihihistratio;
part of the suburbs were: deserted, shops ries of argmpents that the State of N. C. was 129, nays 97.
J
rie in front of their works. Ere they fully the dispute respecting the North Eastern successor, or not, is a point that we do ni !
closed, and scarcely any one to be seen. On distinctly favorable to the establishment of a
The bill having been read a third time by succeeded in doing so, Capt. Moore and his Boundary—and in both aspects it may now be undertake to determine—but of one things our tax-paj
the news of the attack upon the Bogue, National Bank,
its title, Mr. Fillmore again moved the Pre gallant dragoons charged upon them at full fairly considered and reviewed. So far as are certain, that Mr. Granger baa made, am I We can
reaching Pekin, the Emperor ordered three
Mr. Wood delivered a brief argument a- vious Question. Seconded, and the Main gallop. The carnage that ensued is repre the protection of timber from depredation was will continue to make, any alterations ini ; “fabric of
Imperial Commissioners, (one a near relative.) gainst
the bill.
Question ordered.
*
sented as terrific—the dragoons routed them concerned, it was purely a matter of pecunia course of the transportation of the Mails ibù> reason of t
to proceed to Camon, and'exterminate tlie
Mr. Payne, of Alabama, followed on the
The question “ Shall this bill pass
was in all directions, and after putting large num ry interest,—of dollars and cents,—and the the public convenience may appear to requin
English, swearing in his edict that both same side—after which the committee rose, then
put and decided in the affirmative, by bers to the sword, succeeded in capturing the means should have been commensurate to We have the fullest confidence, notwithsiadI into effect.
powers could not stand; one or the other and the House adjourned at half past three yeas and nays, as follows :—
ivhole body 1 The conduct of the dragoons is the end. That “ the honor and dignity” of ding the incessant growling of his polity : upon the
must conquer or perish, Keshen was order o’clock.
ed in chains to the Capitol to be tried as a
Yeas—Messrs. Alford, Allen, L. W. An represented as worthy of all commendation the State were involved in the capture and and other opponents, that he will dischargeS never yet r
traitor for having dégiaded himself so much'
drews,
S. J. Andrews, Arnold, Ajcrigg, Bab as regards both skill and bravery. The brav arrest of “ the reckless depredators upon the the duties of his department with creditii approve ol
Wednesday, Aug 4. In the Senate the
as to meet the plenipotentiary or to listen to’ Fortification Bdl which hung so long in com cock, Baker, Barnard, Barton, Birdseye, Black, ery and nutubers of the refugees availed ab public property,” who were trespassing upon himself, and usefulness to the country,-^. an earnest
___________
the cession of Hong Kong. Two of the im- mittee oi the whole, was at last ordered tp be Blair, Boardman, Borden, Botts, Briggs,Brock solutely nothing against the irresistible charge the Aroostook and Fish rivers, and the seiz ton Allas.
can see in i
ure of their oxen and horses, is an idea ad
portant characters reqched Canton in time to' engrossed. We have had a strange exhibit. way, Bronson, M. Brown, J. Brown, Burnell, of the mounted dragoons.
A Good Suggestion. The Kennel» ous to our
This decisive blow will give security to vanced by you in your confidential message
behold the success of the British arms andI Amendments voted down one day have been Wm. Butler, Calhoun, W. B. Campbell, Thos.
Journal suggests that » public meetingsshoi
to sign the truce and sanction a temporary adopted the next, and much oi their success JL Campbell, Caruthers, Childs, J. C. Clark, that exposed portion of our frontier, and con of January 23, 1839, and what portion of ex be held in every town in the State fordw of the pec
vince
the
refugee
negroes
and
Indians
that
trade.
penditure for the posse you would place to sion. There are a great many voters whodo interests v
was owing to the pertinacity with which they S. N. Clarke, Cowen, Cranston. Cravens,
Capt. Elliot was at Canton, protected by a were adhered to by the several Senators. For Cushing, G. Davis, Wm. C. Dawson, Deber our dragoons may not be trifled with. The this account, the public as yet remain in ig not take newspapers. Persons who are cob foes than tl
loss
of
the
dragoons
was
unknown
to
our
in

norance. In that same confidential message petent should deliver addresses, and then
military guard, waiting the arrival of “ Yek- instance, the proposition to appropriate ry, John Edwards, Everett, Fessenden, Fill
shan,” the Emperor’s nephew, who' was1 $100,000 for the purchase of two aimed more# A. L. Foster, Gamble, Gentry, Gid formant—he said an express brought the you stated, after enumerating the reported should join in a free discussion. In tbiswai citing legi;
news
to
the
Fort.
—
St.
Louis
Argus.
number of trespassers, that “ the quantity of doubts could be removed, objections anm economy a
hourly expected, and who would be compel- steamers for the North Western lakes, which dings, Goggin, P. G. Goode, Graham, Green,
timber which these trespassers will cut the
le<l by force of necessity, to sanction the ar- was negatived yesterday, was Drought for Greig, Habersham, Hall, Halstead, W. S. Has
of the publ
Phe Mississippi Loan. A correspon present winter, is estimated in value by the ed, all made belter acquainted with the I»
rangemems made by his colleagues. Four ward in a modified shape to-day, and carried tings, Henry, Howard, Hudson, Hunt, James
slate of affairs. This is the true demoeft we have r
dence
has
been
published,
between
Messrs.
Land
Agent
at
one
hundred
thousand
dol

men-of war are stationed in the Macao pas by a vote oi 22 yeas to 18 nays. As modifi Irwin, Janies, William Cost Johnson, I. D.
way. It is open and above board. It isik
sage, above Canton ; three a few miles below, ed it reads thus, “ For the construction or ar Jones, J, P. Kennedy, King, Lane, Lawrence, Hqpe & Co. of -Amsterdam, and Gov. Mc lars”—“recommend,” say you, “that the way to get at the truth, which should beibt hope. W1
Nutt
of
Mississippi,
in
which
the
latter
under

shall becoi
Land Agent be instructed forthwith to pro
and six at Whampoa, where they will remain
mament oi such armed steamers or other ves Linn, S. Mason, Mathiot, Mattocks, Maxwell, takes to exculpate the State for its violation ceed to the place of operation on the Aroos object of every whig and of every frieaihj
to insure the safety of the foreigners, and to sels
’ ^‘JveTjTtc
oi defence on the North Western lakes, Maynard,-Merriwether, MoOre, Morgan, Mor of faith, in not providing for the payment of took, and also upon Fish river, if practicable, his country. We shall take pleasure itiWracar
check any treachery on the part of the local as the Président may think most proper, as ris, Morrow, Nisbet, Osborne, Owsley, Pearce,
fishing notices of such meetings.”
>erests,—w;,
authorities. The other vessels are the Bogue, may be authorized by the existing stipula Pendleton,Pope,Powell,Proffir, Ramsev, Benj. either interest or principal of a loan of five with a sufficient number of men suitably
F with the st
million-of dollars, which was negotiated with equipped to seize the teams and provisions,
Macao and Flong Kong.
O^Election—List of Voters.
tions Jietween this and the British Govern Randall, Alex. Randall, Randolph, Rayner, the former. The bljime of this breach of break up the camps, and disperse those who
for expense
Sir Gordon Bremer was gone to Bengal ment, $100,000.”
Rencher, Ridgway, Rodney, Russell, Saltonfaith must rest chiefly on the Governor hirn- are engaged in this work of devastation and Revised Statutes, it is provided that “In m they requir
lor reinforcements, hut was expected to re
stall,
Sergeant
Shepperd,
/Simonton,
Smith,
ry
town
having,
by
the
census
of
the
U.Siat«
An attempt was made to reconsider this
turn about the first of June, when the fleet vote,, but it failed, yeas 22, nays 23, and after Spriggs, Stanley, Slokely, Stratton, Stuart, ij self, as a law which was passed by the Legis- pillage. The number suggested by the Land then last taken, more than three thousand in, find that on
would go North again, to make another dem a long discussion on various amendments, the Summers, Taliaferro, J. B. Thompson, Rich-,1 lature, to provide for meeting the interest Agent for this purpose is fifty. The estimate habitants, the Selectmen shall be in opens»/
afford am pl
I about to accrue on the bonds, was vetoed by is too smallf
onstration upon the capital, Pekin.
sion, for the purpose of receiving evidence
bill was finally ordered to be engrossed fora ard W. Thompson, Tillinghast, Toland, Tom j him. He argues that the State is not bound
In pursuance of your recommendation, the of the qualifications of persons claiming l il the business
'rhe loss of the Chinese in the various en third reading.
linson, Triplett, Trumbull, Underwood, Van
Legislature on the following day, (January right to vote in any such election, andfo and when a
Rensselaer, Walace, Warren, Washington, E. to pay the debt, for the following reasons:
gagements was estimated at twenty ¿five hun
1st. The bonds on mortgage were sold on 24, 1839,) in secret session, passed the cele correcting their said list, for a reasonably have cease
In the House, Mr. Sergeant offered a reso D. White, J. L. White, T. W. Williams, Lew
dred or three thousand men, and about eight
brated Resolve relating to trespassers upon time, not exceeding two days, between III
hundred pieees of cannon. The Chinese Ad lution taking the Fiscal Bank bill out of com is Williams, C. H. Williams, J. L. Williams, a credit.
2d. The currency in which the bonds were the Public Lands. That Resolve gave the eleventh and eighteenth days of August of eact “dangerous
miral, Kewang, fell in defence of the Bogue mittee, at twelve o’clock on Friday, and it Winthrop, Yorke, A. Young, John Youngmade payable, was changed from current Land Agent discretionary power as to the year; and shall give notice of the time am or a “ tory
128—[all whigs.]
lorts, as (lid two other mandarins of high was agreed to, yeas 104, nays 97.
money
of the United States to Pounds Ster employment of force to effect the object in place of their session, in the same manner» lar characte
rank. The captain of a British transport, ar
Mr. Botts contended, at length, and with aNays—Messrs. Adams, Arrington, Ather
riving at Chusan after the surrender of that bility, that the National Bank was the best ton, Banks, Beeson, Bidlack, Bowne, Boyd, ling of Great Britain, at the rate of four shil view, and appropriated for the purpose of meetings of the inhabitants of said town mt| tion for thei
carrying the Resolve into effect, the sum of be notified.”
island to the Chinese, was slain on landing. mode that the country had ever yet adopted A. V. Brown, C. Brown, Burke, Sampson H. lings and sixpence to the dollar.
' 1 efforts to d(
3d. The contract of sale was fraudulent. Ten Thousand Dollars, for which you, as
1 he day alter the fall of the Bogue forts, re lor regulating the currency and exchanges, Butler, Wm. O. Butler, Green W. Caldwell,
object the b
4th. The Bank of the United States was Governor, with advice of Council, were au
wards were offered for the capture or destruc and keeping and transferring the public mon Patrick C. Caldwell, John Campbell, Cary,
The Albany Argus is horror-struck at the
thorized to draw yom warrants, as the exi idea of a Whig impost on tea, coffee,sugar, mong the :
tion of British ships;, $100,000 for a line of ey ; and he delivered an elaborate argument Chapman, Clifford, Clinton, Coles, Daniel, not authorized to make the purchase.
5th. The Bonds were sold at less than gencies of the service required. The Legis molasses, and other necessaries ol life. lillit years is oft
battle ship, $10,000 fora steamer, $50,000 for in support of the constitutionality of estab Richard D. Davis, Dean, Dimock, Doan,
par value, in violation of the charter of lature, then possessing a commendable pru administration which that paper uniforrt and that tl
ihe Admiral or Cajitain Elliot if taken alive, lishing it.
Doig, John C, Edwards, Egbert, Ferris, their
dence, limited the appropriation to 810,000,. supported had not wasted the Public
mid $30,000 for either of their heads.
Mr Brown of Tennessee took theotherside John G. F loyd, Charles A. Floyd, Fornance, the bank.
fr -nnnb|ic
Teas were high. The hong merchants of the question, and replied to Mr. Botts.
The Governor says that “the money paid as ample to effect the purposes in view, to nue and run the country in debt, th
T. F. Foster, Gilmer, W. O. Goode, Gordon,
, . cause t
would deal only for cash, and insisted on
Mr. Proffit spoke in favor of adhering to Gustine, Harris, J. Hastings, Hays, Holmes, for these bonds did not come into the State the protection of the timber from depredation have been no need of such a ta^wH( t rency cnt *r
being paid before the teas were delivered. It Mr. Clay’s bill ; but utterly repudiated and dis Hopkins, Houck, Houston, Hubbard, Hunter, Treasury. The-officers of this Government and removal of the trespassers, with ordinary while violently clamoring against
.
men*
was believed that the arrangement for trade carded the hodge-podge mystification, called Ingersoll, Wm. W. Irwin, Jack, Cave John had no control over its disbursement. The skill in management of that business.
nent National Debt,” they struggle ^osl 1
And what was the course adopted by you ly to make it permanent, by resistW® bush Frida
could not last long, and that the foreigners a compromise, and attributed to his friend ‘ son, J. W. Jones, Keim, A. Kennedy, Lewis bonds were disposed of in August, 1838, by
would be again compelled to leave for Macao. Mr. Botts.—He went for the original bill ol Littlefield, Lowell, Abraham McClellan, Mc collusion and fraud, in violation of the consti in pursuance of that Resolve? The Land effort to pay it off.—JV*. Y. Tribune.^
be c^urs
; but
still he con- Kay, McKeon, iiianuiy,
A large encampinent of Chinese troojis was »Mr.
Mallory, innrcnauu,
Marchand, zïltrecl
Alfred tution and laws of this State. The Missis Agent thought fifty men all that the exigen
^ou|lcatioi
. i' Clay
i1 .1’s in
<. ithe r»first ‘• place
.......................
s
SO1
'
__
............
cies
of
the
case
required.
You
thought
dif

visible from the factories, at a little distance ttynled
that the President was bound by no Marshall, T. F. Marshall, J. T. Mason, Mat- sippi Union Bank, and the Bank of the Unit
I en years ago a Jackson Congress^ b
kty
in this
ferently,
and
he
was
despatched
“
with
two
OldigatlOn
or
nartv
to
si<rn
ll.nt
nr
nnv
«thor
tka.-.o
nt
__
i
i
from Canton, and the number was daily in- obligation of party
sign that or any other thews, Medill, Miller, Newhard, Oliver, Par ed States, were parties to this unlawful trans
ed Railroad Iron from the payment
c. i easing.
bill, unless he conscientiously approved of it. menter, Patridge, Payne, Pickens, Plumer, action. You have the endorsement of botli hundred chosen men, and a six pounder,” on its importation. We never liked (
emPelsewl
Green- teas were very scarce in market, He would not blame him for vetoing it, if he Reding, Rhett, Riggs, Rogers, Roosevelt, San these institutions, and to them you must look to the scene of depredation. Ten thousand icy, and condemn it now. Last Wt | *loncount
dollars were deemed by the Legislature suf VV. W. Irwin, a Pennsylvania Tariff F j
having been kept back and large quantities saw proper. Mr. Madison once vetoed a ford, Saunders, Shaw, Shields, Snyder, Steen- for payment.”
| otllei the
sent away when the British approached the bank, and soon after approved another bank, rod, Sweney, Turney, Van Buren, Ward,Wat
The amount of this reasoning is, that because ficient for the object in view—and I would moved the repeal of this exemption,
.c°"? poi
-city;
yéto did not destroy his party, nor would terson, Weller, Westbrook, J, W. Williams, the Stale was cheated by its own agents, of its ask you, or any man of the least pretensions voted down. And now the Albany / 1F bay/*
1
The Canton Press states that the greatest Mr. Tyler’s veto have that effect.
own voluntary selection, the State will defraud to common sense and common prudence, if mean enough to talk of the new R t
Wise, Wood—97.
the
ostensible
purpose
in
view
;
and
if,
at
that
iictivity prevails in all the arsenals and foun
xMr. M. Brown said that baleful influences
[Ninety Opposition, seven whigs, if Messrs. innocent holders of their bonds, who purchas
Law as a Whig tax, on the tea and cebj
dries. It is the express desire of the Empe had been brought to operate on the Presi Gilmer, Mallory and Wise may be so count ed them relying exclusively on the faith of time, the preparations should not ’have been the poor, while it exempts the Iron of lI *fyern hor
ror and the war party now in power to cast dent’s mind on this subject, but he hoped ed. Messrs. Adams, Irwin and T. F. Mar the State. It is mortifying to learn that any confined within the limits proscribed by the road Corporations l—N. Y. Tribune. I
e East as
as many guns of the largest calibre as the and believed that he would not defeat a meas shall voted nay from hostility to the Com State in the Union has suffered itself to be Legislature ? The Legislature was the guar
--------------------- I
sbnt. Th
State can afford. Some of these weigh as ure which the people had resolved upon.
thus disgraced, by the officer placed at the dian of the public interest, and its province
promise Section.]
Bangor Wiîig. Mr John Edward!
high as thirty thousand catties.
The debate was continued by Mr. Weller,
Absent— Whigs— Messrs. Crittenden, (pair head of its administation. If the State has was to pass such laws as the exigencies of disposed of his interest in the Bangor I th* degrei
The principal object of these colossal mis Mr. McKeon and Mr. Hubbard against the ied off,) Cooper, (sick,) Hunt, Gates, (sick,) been defrauded by its officers or agents, let it the State required. And it was your duty, to Mr. John S. Say ward, by whom ir I
r%rus, a
;Slade and Sellers—6. [Mr. Speaker White seek redress by proceedings against those as the Executive, to see that those laws were nexion with Mr. Smith, one of the 1|k Ping
siles is to sink several ships with one shot, and bill, and Mr. Alford in favor of it.
Jydeg
Io annihilate a whole detachment with one
Mr. Alford said he was a Jeffersonian did
i
not vote.] Mr. Hunt voted to engross just who have done the wrong, and not attempt to executed and carried out in their true spirit partners, the paper will in future k iL about I
Î
ball. These immense masses of iron were plac State Rights Republican and should vote for before.
indemnify themselves by inflicting a worse and full intent, and no further. Whatever ducted. In his valedictory, Mr. E. saysl
ed in conspicuous spots to strike alarm into the the present bill because he believed it to be a
Opposition—Messrs Brewster, Dawson of injury on innocent persons, who have com might have been your own views of the re
“ In leaving the paper, it is a source ol^ ^appearin
approaching barbarians.
: Stale Rights measure, and one which his La., Eastman, Gerry and Sumpter—5.
mitted no other fault than to confide in their quirements of this new service-whatever mag isfaction to us that it goes into hands so w’ uch as an
Rights constituents demanded at his
The British had destroyed all the forts in State
'
nificent and brilliant preparations your own qualified to labor in the political vineyr
good faith — Boston Advertiser.
So if the House had been full, the vote
the vicinity of Canton, except one which hands. The opposition to this bill he thought
ardent imagination might suggest, your duties and to retain the constantly increasing si urora.
frotr) t}ie author of South Carolina 'would have been (without the Speaker) yeas
they had garrisoned. The ship Cambridge sprung
1
A similai
Suit against Mr. Biddle. Yesterday and those of your Land Agent were prescrib port it is receiving. We have personally
-that was purchased by the Chinese, fitted as nullification, and could not successfully be 134, nays 102—majority 32 for the bill.
the President, Directors and Company of the ed within certain limits by the Legislature, bored in the good cause for sixteen yet
ances
of
So the bill having been passed, Mr. Board Bank of tlie United States of Pennsylvania, and neither you’nor he were authorized to
on Jeffersonian doctrines after the
a man of war, and stationed at the first bar, based
'
and for the greater part of this time, in
fois quarter
tv'o miles below Whampoa, was blown up course
1
pursued by that statesman in 1804, 1man of Connecticut moved a reconsideration, through their counsel, Messrs. Wm. Rawle, go beyond the amount of the appropriation
and several hundred Chinese with her.
‘
sanctioning
the establishment of a branch of a which (as he intended) was promptly voted T. J. Wharton, and F. W. Htibbel, in their for that specific purpose. Did you so confine minority, where we should ever wish to rT two are the
«a majority in*an
ue in
m-a
nr«“
rPpni|Q„.without a division. The House then suit against Mr. Biddle, filed in the District yourself in the expenditures, that were made main, rather thanu be
National Bank in New Orleans.—At 9 P. M down
’
righteous one. U...
But thanks to Heaven, lK
ct,on
adjourned.
the
House
anjourued.
’
1
Court a declaration setting forth the damages by the Land Agent under your directions right has at length triumphed-> Pe°Plfj
Baptism for the Dead. We neglected
wl
,
Tmi,es
sustained by that Institution to the amount of and instructions, in pursuance of that Re
to mention last week, says the Warsaw (111.)
Saturday, Aug. 7. The Senate was oc one million of dollars, and also entered a rule solve? Or did you not go on, heedless of have come to our aid, and the W ,h 4 elwiion ft
Thursday, Aug. 5. In the Senate, Mr.
Signal, that a revolutionary soldier was bap
with its stars and stripes, floats in triâmpi'-1
cupied with the discussion of the points of
tized at Nauvoo on the 4th inst., by one of Clay reported the revenue bill from the House order connected with the resolutions in favor upon Mr. Biddle to plead within eight days, expense and consequences, with all the pomp over our fair land.”
'
j) Members oi
and
circumstance
of
war,
and
raise
an
army
or judgment. We understand Messrs. Ran
the eiders, for Gem Washington ; another old with amendments.
; to Tennessi
of
the
“
repeal
”
and
the
unconstitutionality
of
oj
chosen
men,
with
artillery,
to
carry
into
exe

dall, Dallas and Meredith, are the counsel en
The Fortification bill, and the bill to ex
Greenough’s Statue of Washing^
soldier was baptized at the same time for Gen.
tave been i
the
Bank,
which
were
presented
by
Mr.
Ben

gaged by Mr. Biddle.—Philadelphia JVorth cution a Resolve of the Legislature, and the The ship Sea arrived at the Navy Ya^,011
Harrison. The doctrine of the Mormons ap tend the Charters of the District Banks, were
ton, Thursday, and the question of order con American. .
Section
a li
civil
process
of
the
State,
in
the
arrest
of
tres

passed.
Friday
evening
from
Leghorn,
pears to be, that those who are living must be
nected
with
which
occupied
the
attention
of
passers
on
the
public
domain
?
The
prepar

Majority
an
1 he Navy Pension Bill was discussed at
Greenough’s far famed statue of the fa(l>er°
baptrzed by one having authority from Joe
the Senate during the morning hour, Thurs
ations made by you, and the expenditures in
Smith, or else go to hell; but those who are length, and some time was passed in Execu day and Friday and this entire day. The
were divide
Exploring Expedition. A correspon curred, vastly in advance and regardless of his country. It is said to be a
already dead may be brought out of torment, tive session.
dent of the Baltimore Republican, under date the appropriations, were Certainly of a most work of art, imparting to the subject as nu» 10 whigs to
Journal was at last corrected.
by a friend or relation receiving the baptis
of Valparaiso de Chili, 5th April, says—“ Our extraordinary character, such as could not of grace, dignity and sublimity as was p* locos, The
The
Navy
Pension
Bill
was
read
a
third
In
the
House,
the
debate
on
the
Fiscal
Bank
mal rights in their behalf.
last advices from the Sandwich Islands, by have been excused, much less justified except ble to conceive. It is destined to ta^ 111
Bill was of great interest, particularly on ac time and passed.
WfoH
a
vessel arrived at this port a few days ago, on a most extraordinary emergency, involv place of Jefferson’s statue in the Rotund8 0
The
Fiscal,
Bank
bill
was
also
received
of the attacks made by Mr. Marshall,
the Capitol. It is of such a colossal size tM
The Portland Advertiser estimates that two count
M
BQon know
left
the
United
States
exploring
Squadron
from
the
House,
and
signed
by
the
President
r
bSing the grand rights and interests of the State. it will probably become necessary 1° re!110ï
there, fitting for a cruise to the Columbia riv
of the Senate.
That the expenditures incurred under the a portion of the wall of the Capitol to ij!r0'
Swartw
bave come to market this year, from the fer
er and the Northwest Coast; from thence it
The House, although consummating so glo is expected they will again proceed towards Resolve of January 24th, 1839—before any duce it. The statue of Jefferson, which tonand 1
lais per thousand, of $2,250,000.
rious an achievement, to-day exhibited some the South Pole, and return home by way of new or more prodigal appropriations were gress declined accepting, will be i'ero°ve ' °ithe“grei
made—vastly exceeded the amount appropri we understand, to the yard in front ol J11 i
of the imperfection of humanity, and were the Cape of Good Hope.”
ated, is undeniably true. And for that breach President’s House.—Washington
, ^O1’k recen
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KENNEBUNK GAZETTE

“ KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE,,
The Tax on Tea and Coffee. The
SUMMARY
OBITUARY.
That, on the 31st day of July, 1841, a whig
M a Court of Sfirobute^ held ut
>
facts
in the following article are worthy re
SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 1841.
House of Representatives, as one of its re
Alfred, within and for the County of York,
DIED
—
In
Button,
July
29th,
widow
Eliza

flection.
A
large
portion
of
the
whig
members
Progress of Temperance. The Auguslief measures, passed a bill, IMPOSING A
on the first Monday m January, in the year
beth
Hancock,
aged
77
years
and
5
months.
TAX ot 20 per cent on Tea, Coffee, Sugar,( of Congress were anxious to exempt tea and, ta Washingtonian Society numbered three
follies, absn )S^
■Whig dominations.
of our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-one,
In
York,
29th
ult.
Mr.
Andrew
Grover,
64.
lut,on which '5
Molasses and Salt !”
coffee from taxation, but the locos, with the hundred and fifteen members the beginning Elis death was occasioned by falling from a hay
by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
FOR GOVERNOR.
Court:
The foregoing is copied from a loco paper. help of the anti-tariff whigs, managed to com of this week, and is almost daily receiving ac loft in the barn.
■renfler.
hlcllH'
cessions, The Washingtonian of last week
In Parsonsfield, July 24th, Sarah Jane, only
ARGARET CHAPMAN, administra
EDWARD KE1W, of Bangor. It is a specimen of the electioneering articles pel the friends of the bill to include them in says
:—
daughter of Benj. Piper, aged 3 and a half years.
trix of the estate of Charles Chap
which
the
opposition
papers
serve
up
to
their
'
“
Since
the
22d
of
April
last,
(when
the
the list of dutiable articles, for the purpose of
In Monroe, 4th inst. Mr. Richard W. Palmer,
man, late of Sanford, in said county, deceased,
FOR SENATORS FOR YORK.
readers. Now there are two sides to this rendering the bill unpopular. Let it be re society at Augusta first organized,) there has aged 25 years, formerly from Hollis,—a worthy having presented her first account of adminis
ABRAHAM Hu CAME, of Buxton
and deservingly esteemed by all that tration of the estate of said deceased for allow
JOHN HUBBARD, of Acton.
picture, and we beg that it may be kept be membered, too, that Mr. CLIFFORD, of been formed on Washingtonian principles, citizen,
not less than thirty-five societies! comprising knew him, for his energy of character, and good ance; also on her petition for an allowance .
JOSEPH FROST, of Eliot.
fore the people that Molasses, Sugar this District, was the leader in the manœu more than twenty-five hundred members”. ness of heart.
’mions which letG
out of the personal estate of said deceased :
and Salt, now pay and have all along paid, vre which caused the whole people to be tax At least fifteen hundred of these were hard
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
JOHN
D.
GRANT,
of
Alfred.
'
drinkers,
and
over
a
thousand
are
now
re

under
the
“
Compromise
Act
”
a
duty
much
'nuda,
fil.¡Dh
ed for the benefit of his party.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
SHIP NEWS
01IH ,s’eX
exnPeriencin
97
ing a copy of this order to be published three
exceeding 20 per cent. Molasses, under the
°lloubt from t?
The Revenue Bill passed the House by a formed drunkards!! These facts plainly
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
show that intemperance can be completely KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 14, 1841
sur|;.ns# «»j ¿i
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
provisions of this act, now pays between four majority of 15. It was not free from objec removed from our State, and with the united
DAVID OTIS, of Limington.
zette printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
tions.
But
as
it
was
deemed
indispensable
ARRIVED.
and five cents per gallon, Brown Sugar, nearCOS We earn " ,1!!
for the purpose of revenue’to meet the wants efforts of the several societies, it may be done
Aug. 8—Brig Overrnann, Davis, 22 days from that they may appear nt a Probate Court to
-»t injustice »¿J!
BIENNIAL ELECTION S—No. 3. ly two cents per pound, Salt about eight cents of the Government, it was thought advisable speedily. Those who first doubted the suc Ponce,
P. R. with 218 hogsheads and 7 barrels be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
of our principle are astonished at the
We observe with regret that some of the per bushel, or 56 pounds, and therefore
to adopt it, although the preponderating good cess
molasses, and 85 hogsheads sugar, to Eliphalet Monday of September next, at ten of the
miracles they every day behold.”
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Perkins, Esq.
opposition papers are endeavoring to make
Keep it before the People, that until was not unmixed with evil. A correspon
L. ■ em> of «hiti 1
they have, why the same should not be al
Sch. Salome, Robinson, Boston.
dent of the Richmond Whig explains in the
Temperance in Saco and Biddeford.
the
question
of
Biennial
elections
and
ses

Molasses
shall
cost,
at
the
ports
whence
im

lowed.
9—Sch. Rienzi, Lee, Newburyport.
n atTe ‘‘«“i
following letter, very fairly, we believe, the Up to yesterday, says the Saco Herald, the
sions of the Legislature a party question. ported, 20 cents per gallon, Sugar 10 cents manner in which tea and coffee were sub Washington Temperance Society, which was
1.2—Sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Alle^, Register.
01 J“ne hi j. ■
A true copy,—Attest,
Such it surely ought not to be. There is no per pound, and Salt 40 cents per bushel, jected to duty :
formed in Saco about four weeks since, num
",!l i8 "" e5l'^ »
PORT OF CAPE PORPOISE.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
There is one feature in which the bill was bered two hundred and thirty-five members.
good reason why it should be treated as such. the new tariff will have no effect upon them
August 7.
3w
A
RR
IVED.
particularly
objectionable
to
most
of
the
A
like
Society
in
Biddeford,
organized
only
If the public business can be looked after as at all. The nicer kinds of Liverpool Salt
Whigs, viz: the tax on tea and coffee. The a week since has already upon its pledge the
Aug. 7—Sch. Columbus, Seavey, Bay ChaM a Court of Probatey held at
faithfully, if none of the great interests of■ may be affected by it, but the common de Whig members held a caucus on this subject names of eighty. King Alcohol trembles leur, with 30,000 fish.
Kennebunk, within and for the County of
8
—Sch. Independence, Jeffrey, Bay Chaleur,
the people will stiffer in consequence of the scriptions and those most used will not be at which a large majority determined that tea some.
fork, on the second day of August, in the
with 29,600 fish.
adoption of the proposed amendment—but if, reached.
, and coffee should be exempt from taxation.
" k on Sunda,. J
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
The business of butchering dogs is carried
Accordingly
when
the
bill
was
under
consid

on the contrary, the turmoil, excitement and
Keep it before the People, therefore, that ail
M«,
MEMORANDA.
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
eration in the committee of the Whole, Mr. on extensively in New York. One hundred
,8uuSl||oii1 Nonbfc
of said Court:
bald feelings attendant upon our elections can this outcry about “ imposing a tax” on Mo Lawrence, of Pa., a prominent Whig mem and sixty were killed last week, and one hun
Ar. at Philadelphia, 4th, ship Berwick, Hard
""igowater, to
UMNER SHAW, named executor in a
be lessened,—contributing at once to the lasses, Sugar and Salt, is mere humbug, got ber, moved to amend the bill by adding tea dred and forty-eight the week previous, which ing, New-Orleans, 20.
At Havana, 29th ult. Perseverance, Burnham,
certain instrument, purporting to be the
added
to
the
number
before
reported,
makes
and
coffee
to
the
list
of
free
articles.
Before
promotion of harmony in communities, and up to deceive the people and influence then
’.eeine«|1ressed{ •
last will and testament of Abraham Shaw,
the sum total of nine hundred and twelve dogs, from Baltimore, waiting a market, for her lumber
the
question
could
be
taken
on
the
proposi

Ar.
at
Boston,9th,ship
Marcia
Cleaves,Thomp

votes.
to
the
advancement
of
public
morals
—
if
the
’h,‘l 1 “J n” h
late of York, in said county, deceased, having
tion, Mr. Clifford, of Maine, a leading Loco which have been slain since the commence son, Liverpool, via New-York.
presented the same for probate:
11 rveek, Oniani
expenditure of tens of thousands of dollars of
Keep it before the People, That the duty of Foco,and a ready parliamentary tactician, ment of the w^r.—Boston Journal.
ORDERED—That the said executor give
the public money can be saved—what good 20 per cent, on Coffee and Tea is a temporary (having been Speaker of one branch of the
E
xecution
.
The
four
negroes
convicted
',“lluPO«iil»n<i
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
COMMERCIAL. RECORD
reason is there that a measure promising so measure, rendered necessary by the extrava Legislature ot Maine,) immediately moved to of the horrible murder and arson in St. Louis,
copy of this order to be published three
f8,'11?1 ITOb««k
BOSTON, Aug. 7, 1841.
much good and so little evil should not re gance and prodigality of the last administra amend the amendment of Mr. Lawrence by have been executed in pursuance of their
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
' ,of J-fry-’iiMiij
adding to tea and coffee, “ sugar, molasses and sentence. From ten to fifteen thousand spec Coffee—
Molasses—
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
ceive the support of the people ?
tion, which during four years spent the en salt.”—The whole Loco Foco party then uni
"de fronipreposliii,
tators were present, and a strong guard of
Porto Rico 11 a 12
Havana and Matan- appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
"">g into the *,
The annual sessions of the Legislature, in tire revenues from Customs, from Lands and ted with Mr. C. in voting for the amendment military.—Bath Telegraph.
St. Domingo 10 a 11
zas, sweet 22 a 23 fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
H> no knowledge,fife
cluding the pay of the Senate and House, from incidental and miscellaneous sources, to the amendment, and in conjunction with
Cuba
9 a
do. tart
18 a 19 September next, at ten of the clock in the fore
course to pursue fa J
The
two
superior
planets.
Jupiter
and
Sat

such of the ultra and anti tariff Whigs as
Java
12 a 13
Guadaloupe — a — noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
Printing,
etc.,
have
cost
the
State
not
much,
including
Bonds
of
the
United
States
Bank,
on the proposals talk,d
Porto Rico 25 a 30
wished tea and coffee to be taxed, carried the urn, are now visible soon after the shades of Feathers—
if any, short of fifty thousand dollars each. interest on public deposites, debts due from
-»'"110 change
Russia Geese
Martinique — a — the said instrument should not be proved, ap
amendment. The Whigs were thus placed evening set in ; and are both in or near the
- should be faaliJ
13 Plaster, ton, 2240 lb— proved and allowed, as the last will and test
This is by no means a contemptible item. Banks and suspended Duty Bonds, amount in a very awkward predicament, from which constellation or sign of Scorpio. Their ap
1st quality
22
pearance
is
beautiful
even
without
the
aid
of
2d
do.
des introduced faei’
----- a 2 25 ament of the said deceased.
An annual saving of twenty-five thousand ing to between nine and ten millions, for the they, in vain, attempted to extricate them
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
26
3d
do.
P
rovisions
—
instruments.
ements for the exp^
dollars would be a step in the economical ad discharge of liabilities created exclusively be selves. Mr. Winthrop of Boston, called for
A true copy,—Attest,
Live Geese, South
Beef, in. 10 25 a 10 75
ssing the proceed’^8
a
division
of
the
question
on
the
amendment
We
learn
that
one
of
the
workmen
employ

John Skeele, Register.
37 a 45 Nol
8 50 a 8 75
ministration of the State Government which tween Is/ January 1837, and 1st January 1841,
h a point that
as amended, so as to present the question ed in excavating on the Eastern Railroad, FISH —
August 7.______________________ 3w
Prime 6 25 a 6 50
our tax-payers would find beneficial.
and at the last named date had incurred a separately, but the chair very promptly de
tennine-butofoneii
near Doughty’s Falls,in Maine, was killed on
Cod,GB’k 1 75 a 2 00 Pork,north’n & west’n
Mr. Granger has nfa
We can conceive of no injury which the debt of upwards of sixteen millions of dollars. cided that the vote of the committee having Thursday last by the caving in of a bank.
Bay
2 37 a 2 50 Ex. cl’r 14
: 00a------ M'a Court of Probate held at
Kennebunk, within and for the County of
make, any alterations
Haddock 1 00 a 1 50 Clear 1300a-----“ fabric of our government” can sustain by To meet the liabilities of the government im joined them together, the chair could not Two others were also buried in the dirt but
York, on the first Monday of August, in the
msportation of tlieftg'
---a
----Mess
Pollock
10
75
a
11
00
put
them
asunder.
The
Whig
party
were
were
rescued
alive.
—
Dover
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> VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
/la proved by the experience of thousands to
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portion pròducé a perfect cure—they can be worn day bow much distress would be avoided and Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, months of miserable weakness, and the only one
Upon the midnight tide.
who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at the
and night ; improved hinge and pivot 'Truss ; umbili money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
between the appearance of those two
While gaily sings some happy boy,
cal spring 'Trusses, made in four different ways ; Trus who are hurried out of time by neglecting
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A difference
ses with ball aud socket joints ; Trusses for Prolap disease in its first stages, of by not being in remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable persons—one has been treated by your regular
<f A life upon the sea,
sus Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with possession of a remedy which they can place
—see how pale and debilitated he
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of practitioner
With jolly mates, a water-can,
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a is, see how the shadow of death throws his
perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes dependence upon.
And trusty nets for me.”
solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
(J'^’All who wish to guard against sickness, long time with the consumption. His physician
Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered
But many an hour of fearful risk,
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely, had given him up. He was reduced so low as to see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used be una'ble to help himself, and was raising a sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
She meets upon the wave,
kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of
large quantity of blood, when he commenced perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
The ships of stout and giant form,
He
speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol from youth to old age, when taken according using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
says, ‘£ most inveterate case of Liver com
Would scarcely care to brave;
lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can to the directions.
and
he
is
now
as
hale
and
hearty
as
ever
he
was.
have if his dries not suit them ; after a fair trial, they
Q^r’Call for the bill that accompanies each Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
And many a one with trembling hand
can exchange for any of them : —I)r. Hull’s; Read’s
saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
has promised me a more detailed account of his dies
Will trim the beacon light,
spiral Truss ; Rundell’s do. ; Salmon’s ball and socket ;
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
case,
which
I
will
forward
you.
C.
S.
CLAY.
THE
RESURRECTION
OR
PERSIAN
Sherman
’
s
patent;
French
do.;
Marsh
’
s
improved
And cry “ God speed the fisher-boat,
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
Truss; Bateman’s do., double and single; Stone’s PILLS.—These pills raise from the great
Upon a stormy night.”
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Trusses ;—also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
Any kind of Trusses repaired at short notice, and
In
the
winter
of
1837
and
1838,
I
was
seized
of strength, health and happiness. The
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
We proudly laud the daring ones
made as good as w'hen new.
with
a
violent
cough
which
continued
two
or
OCFLadies wishing for any of these instruments, will name of these pills originated from the cir three months. My cough was so severe that I called curing. Shocking folly I
Who cross the pathless main,
be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place. cumstance of the medicine being found only was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
The shining gems and yellow dust
Mrs. F. lias been engaged in the above business for in the cemetries of Persia.
This vegetable during the night, and 1 was much reduced in man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
ten years.
Of other climes to gain ;
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled production being of a peculiar kind, led to flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One
We honor those whose blood is with
shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this experiments as to its medical qualities and of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable conscious strength, his countenance is clear
The mingled waters found,
every week for children and infants, in this city, and virtues. In hall a century it became an es Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
from out of thè city. Specimens of his workmanship tablished medicine for the diseases of that He however loaned it to me till I could procure the feeling of new life and animation; he has
Who fight till death to guard the cliffs
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
may be seen al the manufactory.
country. The extract of this singular pro him another. I experienced immediate relief ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
Those waters circle round.
He likewise informs individuals he will not make
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured
duction
was
introduced
into
some
parts
of
their
complaints
known
to
any
one,
except
when
he
is
soon rose without any injury being sustained
’Tis well, but let us not forget
permitted to refer io them —it being a misfortune, and Europe in the year 1783, and used by many more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
The poor and gallant set,
JAMES W. LENOX.
voung persons do not want their cases known.
celebrated physicians in curing certain dis ervation of my life.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
Dec. 17,1838.
Who toil and watch when others sleep,
JAMES FREDERICK FOSTER.
eases, where all other medicines had been us
entirely recovered the attack : because his
Boston, March, 1841.
To cast tl.e heavy net.
blood
and fluids have become purified, and hav
ed iu vain. Early in the year 1792, the
counterfeits, beware of imposition !
extract was combined with a certain vegeta
Their perils are not paid by fame—Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue ing purged away the old and impure fluids, tho
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
So trim the beacon light,
Having
had
occasion
to
observe,
that
some
persons
the
East Indies, and formed into pills. The Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU down by useless particles, but has renewed his
And cry “ God-speed the fisher-boat,
life and body both.
afflicted with Hernia have suffered much from the admirable effect of this compound upon the INE.
And grant a starry night ”
want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
(UFThe
outside
Yellow
Label
will
have,
on
human
system,
led
physicians
and
families
to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
and
after
December
1839,
in
addition
to
that
of
into
its
general
use.
Their
long
established
inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr. character, their universal and healing virtues, Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
STANZAS.
Beatb, After some months of observation of his work, the detergent and cleansing qualities of their ler, one of his partners.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo which cause disease—they impede the func
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
’Tis sad to mark where early worth
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in specifical action upon the glandular part of nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to tions of the liver when they settle upon that
Has sunk untimely to the tomb,
accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc the system, are such as will sustain their rep introduce spurious articles, which by partially organ, and which, when they settle upon the
And stars, that might have lighted earth,
cur. 1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to utation and general use in the American Re assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per public.
Ere half unveiled, are quenched in gloom,
ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs,pro
son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these
these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
To see the heart, through long dark years,
important articles.
*
John C. Warren.
tk T O M O T H E R S , XU
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
Still struggling proudly with its lot,
Messrs. E. Chase
Co. :—Gents.—Hearing up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” Carter’s Com sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
1 hereby certify that I have, for several years past,
That virtue, genius, truth endears,
been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her much said about the extraordinary effects of the pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
nia; and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about chasers should enquire for the true article by its all who behold them.
To live unknown, to die forgot.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
consider it far preferable to any other which I have em to become Mothers, we were induced to make a whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO
ployed.
James Thatcher, M. D.
trial ol them. My wife was at that time the NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
But sadder far, when vice hath made.
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
mother of five children, and had suffered the and signatures of the genuine.
Its home where intellect should glow,
most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Boston, March 10, 1840.
To trace the dark and blighting shade
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
I hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F. after her confinement of each. She had tried Pulmonary Balsam.”
Of shame upon a npble brow ;—
[EFOne more Counterfeit, besides tho known, and more and more appreciated.
Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em every means and taken much medicine, but
The cure by purging may more depend up
Where virtue, talent, all had given
ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other found little or no relief.—She commenced taking “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
apparatus for my patients, and have always found him the Persian Pills about three months before her above alluded to I—An attempt has been made to on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
Bright promise of a glorious day ;
ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion confinement, (her health being very poor about deceive the public by a spurious mixture called than may be generally imagined. Whatever
To see the bounteous gifts of Heaven
for which 1 have employed him.
this length of time previous) and soon after was “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
John Randall, M. D.
On earthly altar cast away.
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
of constant exercise is seen.
mother to her family until her confinement. At
Individuals can have the Trusses sent to them by any the time she commenced taking the Persian Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
When constant exercise cannot be used
The tomb where hope and youth hath lain,
of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber, Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
May wake the minstrel’s pensive lay,
(James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
And suffering virtue still must gain
vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
New
Arrangeanent.
In happier climes a fadeless bay,
removed before using half a box. It is with
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, of life, are kept free from those impurities
T will be seen by a notice on the first page great confidence that we advise all those about (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, which would prevent its steady current minis
But for the fallen ! Fame to thee,
and the leading editorial article, that a new to become, mothers,, to make use of the Persian Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
But thought of bitter mockery brings,
arrangement has been made in reference toPills. AH those that have taken them in our ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
And all the lyre can give must be
the publication of this paper. Such an ar neighborhood have got along in the same easy try merchants generally in New England, and in ture which is thus assisted through the means
The tears that fall upon its strings.
rangement has long been in contemplation manner, and are about house in a few days. the principal places throughout the United States and outlets which she has provided for herself.
by the subscriber. He is induced to make it There does not appear to be half the danger of and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
For sale by
by ill-health, which renders it desirable other difficulties setting in after confinement
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
where
these
Pills
are
taken.
—
We
unitedly
say,
DANIEL REMICH.
that he should relieve himself from a
ANECDOTES
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
none neglect taking them, for they are in the
September 4,1840.
portion of the burthen of carrying on the es let
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
tablishment, and by his anxiety to adjust his truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Each Party Winning the. Stakes. old accounts. Having been in business ma males can easily procure which bids to lessen the T)R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUIAlbany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Two Yankees lately took lodgings for a- ny years, he has a large number of unadjust world of suffering, which many of them have to -O NAR1AN or BLOOD-ROOT PILLS.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
bdut ten days at a taVern in York county. ed accounts, a considerable portion of which bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
Pa., and fared sumptuously, drinking two are of long standing. As, so far as concerns which otherwise would be lost.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo are presented io the public on their own mer
the
newspaper
establishment,
new
books
will
or three bottles of wine daily.
The last
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
be opened from this date, he would be happy nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par its alone, and his only wish is to have their
Keto Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
day a dispute arose about the speed of to have the old ones settled with as little de ticulars, see subscribers.
S. ROBERTS,
claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
A. O. ROBERTS.
I heir horses, and they agreed to enter on lay as possible. Such as may find it conven
test of intelligent experience.
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Certificates can be procured by calling up
the “ profitable contest.” The landlord ient to nay the balances due will oblige him
New York, April 9th, 1839.
(EF How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
was'appointed judge, each being the rider by so doing, and those to whom it would be on the agents in the villages, who have a large
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
bill
containing
a
treatise
on
most
diseases,
of his own horse. When they were mount inconvenient to pay at present can “ balance their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui the use of three boxes of your U. SanguinaNever purchase without being positively sure
rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured that the person selling has an Engraved cer
ed, the judge, like those at the Olympic by note.” It is not his wish to urge immedi tously.
E.
W.
CAPRON
&
Co.,
of a complication of bilious complaints with tificate of Agency, and ^’observe it has been
games, gave the word, one, two, three and ate payment, but simply to make a settlement
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
of his books.—Newspaper and advertising
which 1 had been afflicted for between two renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
Go !
Off they went, and have nev bills, up to this date, will be made out as soon to whom all orders must be addressed (post and three years, it is with feelings of heart after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
paid)
Rochester,
N.
Y.
er been seen or heard of since; leaving as practicable and forwarded to those indebt
felt gratitude that I now address you to ac holder are genuine.
For sale by the following Agents :
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
the landlordJW/y compensated by having ed.
J. K. REMICH.
quaint you of the fact. 1 had consulted sev
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
N. B. Country Produce will be received,
had the honor to be their judge.
eral
eminent
physicians,
taken
plentifully
of
Agent in Maine —or by ordering from my
Wells, Seth Hatch.
as heretofore, in payment for the Gazette,
Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but Principal New England Office,
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew
Literature Outdone. A literary ne from those to whom it is more convenient so August 6, 1840.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight
gro applied to a dentist to have a tooth to pay.
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
The
terms
remain
the
same
as
before.
when
in
health
was
175
lbs.
and
I
was
reduc

extracted, with great assurance of his
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
Aist of* ^Letters
Gazette Office, July 12.
if
ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chad bourne.
courage. He however bellowed lustily
Remaining m lhe Post- Office at Kennebunk tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
before it was out, and made the following
Brwgs, Medicine®, &c.
port, July 1, 1841.
at last confined to my room and most of the
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
apology therefor : , I oilay’s bears de
DR. E. C. DREW
Berwick, S. J. S. T. Cushing.
time to my bed. While in this appalling
B. C. D. G. H. K. L. M.
pain ob distractin’ a tooth with torpitude
Buxton, H. McKenney.
AS just received, and offers for sale, a
ILAS BAKER—Asbury Coldwell, Miss condition a friend inquired if I had tried your
“
J. C. Lewis.
good assortment of
’cept when’s too sincere. Hope you wont
Lydia Coleman—William Davis—Chas. B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
he recommended them to me, having him
Goodwin, David Gookin—James Hatchmake any narration ’bout my bein’ satisaMedicines,
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
ted to holler dis time, ’cos afore dis I have —AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN — Samuel Kimball—D. W. Lord, Theodore J. self been restored by their use from a some
Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
what
similar,
though
less
aggravated
compli

Larrabee,
Robert
Littlefield,
John
Littlefield
had my jaw reflected bad.”
Lebanon, James Brackett.
APOTHECARIES’ SHOPS.
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to
—Miss Olive E. Miller.
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
—ALSO, A SUPPLY OF—
your central office, procured a box, and be
P.
R.
S.
T.
W.
Limerick, John Sanborn.
The Difference. A poor Irishman
ing
partially
relieved
by
their
use,
purchased
Samuel
Pope
—
Mrs.
Martha
Robinson
—
Limington, Winburn Adams.
PAINTS AND OIL.
passing through a village near Chester,
Limington, E. Henry Small.
share of public patronage is respect Amos Stevens, Simon O. Smith—Larrance two boxes more; and now, although scarce
saw a crowd of people approaching, which fully solicited.
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
E- Tapley, Mrs. Lydia A. Tindell—James ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
Kewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
made him inquire what was the matter.
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
Wakefield, Johnston Webber. [21 Letters.
Kennebunk-port, July 5.
tf
“
S. C. Adams.
have entirely recovered my former health
He was answered, “ A man is going to be
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
Parsonsfield, F. & E H. Newbegin.
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1
July 31.
3w
Alfred Academy.
buried.” “ Oh !” replied the Irishman,
V
William
Stackpole.
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen
HE Fall Term of this Institution will
“ I’ll stop to see that, for we carry them
“
John Morrill.
Settle
up
Accounts.,
boxes which I intend to take to my residence
commence on Wednesday, the twentvin our country.
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
fifth of August next, under the care of Mr. ITH the subscriber, who contemplates in S. Carolina next week, by which timel
“
Howard & Kendall,
Louis Turner, an accomplished and expe
discontinuing his business in, and think I can safely venture to travel.
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
The Strong Man. ‘ My son, hold up rienced Instructor.
JAS. S. HUBBELL.
moving from, this town ;—therefore, all per Yours truly,
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
your head and tell me who was the strong
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
N. D. APPLETON, Sec>y.
sons who have accounts with him, are res
est man ?’ ‘Jonah.’ ‘ Why so?’ ‘ Cause
Alfred, July 31.
3W
u
George Littlefield.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
pectfully requested to call and make immedi
“
Joseph Wilson.
the whale couldn’t hold him after he had
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me, by whom
ate payment or settlement.
Porto Hico IVIolasses,
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
orders for the Medioine will be faithfully at
got him down.’ ‘ That’s a man ; you can
ENOCH
COUSENS.
F superior quality—just received by
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
tended to. For sale, also, by the following
Kennebunk, July 7.
tf
take your seat?
York, Edward Chase.
J. CURTIS & Co.
Agents
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
“
Alexander Dennett,
Kennebunk, June 19,1841.
Job Printing.
ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samuel
An Apology. A well-dressed young
“
G. M. Freeman.
HE subscriber will hereafter devote his L. Osborn ; Wells, Barak Maxwell, Erastus
B. BRANDRETH, M. D
gentleman at a ball, in whisking about the
Silver Pencil Cases.
attention almost exclusively to Job Littlefield and Geo. E. Baker ; York, J.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
room, run his head against a young lady.
LOT of Silver Pencil Cases, —variety of
Printing. Having a great variety of
Brooks and George M. Freeman.
May, 1839.
He began to apologize.
‘ Not a word,
patterns—at very low prices,—this day JOB & ORN AMENT AL TYPE,
August 21,1840.
eply
received and for sale by
D. REMICH.
sir,’ cried she, ‘ it isn’t hard enough to
& c . &. c .
Room Paper.
he is prepared to execute Books, Pamphlets,
Kennebunk, July 31.
tf
hurt anybody.’
Blanks, Show-bills, Cards, &c. &c. at short
Paper.
^gl CASE more of low priced ROOM PA"ONAMELLEI) VISITING CARDS— notice and in the neatest manner. Orders H CASE low priced ruled Writing and Let- A PERS, just received and this day open
Very Wise. A Rhode Island jury once -I-J plain and embossed.
are
respectfully
solicited.
4
ter
PAPER,
for
sale
by
ed—embracing a great variety of patterns.—
found a prisoner who was arraigned for
For sale by
D. REMICH.
JAMES K. REMICH.
DANIEL REMICH. / For sale
by
’ 'J
D. REMICH,
horse stealing, guilty of manslaughter.
Kennebunk, April 10, 1841.
Kennebunk, July 17,
- tf
Kennebuììk/Jan. 9,184L
' Kennebunk,
U----- ’
June 8,1841,
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Jew »avid’s, or Hebrew
Plaster.

npiIE peculiarities of this Chemical Cor
A pound are owing to its extraordina?;
effect^ upon the animal fibre or nerves r
aments and muscles ; its virtues being’c^'
DE1
ried by them to the immediate seat of df*
ease, or of pain and weakness.
However good any internal remedy lw Vol. ?
be this, as an external application, will nro/
a powerful auxiliary in removing the di8
ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Ln
Ot
cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affection«*
King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron” I is ^Bi'ISHED
JAMES
ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
pain or weakness exists.
Ofliceontlw^311
A gentleman travelling in the South of
Europe ......
and *Palestine, in 1830, nearu
heard so
-- , i jjjfhe 1pubiisi
much said in the latter place in praise of Heforany errot
Jew David’s Plaster •; and
nn(| o
he ((as
ag h(J
?barged £f
off tthe
h7con!
sidered) miraculous cures it
r had
' - ' performed,
_
dVertisemi
TV it
It. on hie
that.he was induced to try
his own’ ¿ess. . deparan
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, t|)e publishers.
removal of which had been the chief object ! ujAllCommui
of his journey, biit which had resisted tbe , fee edilorial depa:
genial influence of that balmy and delicious ’ i,Remich, as h<
climate.
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
right side of the chest, where the pain Wag
MIS
seated, another between the shoulders, and
one over the region of the liver. In [he
M'
mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea THE PH
of laxative qualities. He soon found his
health improving : and in a few weeks his
cough left him, the sallowness of his skin dis <*»” sa
appeared, his pain was removed, and his q wrecks ofthes
| qhope the r
health became perfectly reinstated.
by the
Since that time he has been recommend, I
ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for Avhen,”s
all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma ¡rer taught b;
tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache He was in t
Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve j Spread thro
ry case of which it has proved an effectual
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy ! ¿ms would r
effects of its softening’and healing qualities i icli other.
in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors I ¿been deaf
Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tti- ! fa) if they h;
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the I faa different
Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction ' ¿el in its he
of himself and others.
¿¡s existenc
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca IBhed into
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af | indeach made
fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses, 4 fay to stran^
&c. No female subject to pain or weakness I Mastapha, i
in the back or side, should be without it. 1 astproposed t
Married ladies, in delicate situations, -find i Jioiild go amo
great relief from constantly wearing this | ie absurdity c
plaster.
| feich no hi
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
David's or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy ) idler or the n
for Corns as the following certificate will I fet to pass t!
show—more can be seen by calling upon our J [face.—“ jA
1 leScribe, sin
agents in the Villages.
I len overboar
CERTIFICATE.
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840. 1 iff are left ?’
Messrs. Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under but they mus
great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on jie.” “ Nor
my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost I ved his com
every thing that was recommended, but could I jy, 1 shall rel
find nothing that did any good, till I tried the i bir reason, a
Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied
the Plaster, after haying it on about twenty-four | iat nothing 1
hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed Iber produce
off and left a hollow place, and are entirely well, fcy.” “ Ti
and as smooth as they ever were.
I |ext mornin
Yours Respectfully.
WONTON JOSLIN. Is at its heigl
1 kith knots o
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with
i pa their ow
corns, to make trial of tbe Hebrew Plaster.
r. W. CAPRON
E.
::: f raw.l(| le whole hum
Rochester, N. * jacame forwi
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
TO aside all
For sale, also, by the following sub-Agenti! voyage. 1
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kmnt- Bing, his fir
bunk-port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch; lisfmbroider^
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hohbs.
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.

I pense of
The wl
E having been appointed by the Judge kl
Gen. Har
of Probate, for the county of York,
to receive and examine the claims of the sev ii store con
eral creditors of
s elevation
JOTHAM STORER,
II the policj
whose estate is represented insolvent, give
hud had t
notice that six months from the seventh day
of June current, are allowed to said creditors I almost de
to bring in and prove their claims ; and we . heen fulfi
will attend to that service at the store of
thisvillag
George A. Frost in said Sanford, on the
first Tuesday in August next, and the first ' the mam
flourishm
Tuesday in December next, from ten to four
I ed idle if
o’clock each day.
AMOS F. HOWARD,
cause his
CALEB S. EMERYj
CoMKterftl
k
rency
or0
Sanford, June 17, 1841.
ment of‘ j
Schooner J^ile.
r I business^
THE new packet seb it?
t be cited t
NILE, Daniel Ward, JTY p
doubttha
/Jw
superior accommodtso*
hly empl
passengers, will sail
I
employm
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON
— AND FROM—
I
hons last
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK Ib others co'
every week, during the present season/
f confident
and weather permitting. For Freight o? i
sage, apply to
D. & S, WAk I[ have ren
F And the
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
| these this
Notice.
The m
HE subscriber having contracted w- >
the town of Wells for the support L should b;
the poor of said town, for one year comr that
| met
cing in September last, and having made I prosper! t
pie provision for their maintenance, fo ]
I ing their
all persons harboring or trusting them o.
account or on account of the town, as he v I to matur
P sired effe
pay no bills for their support.
ENOCH GOODALE, i culties w
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
—that nt
which si
Ivory Goodwin
NTENDS keeping a Stand, during th<
approval
present season, for the sale of :.
Reasona
FRESH FISH.
-ALSO’ sonable t
it to go i
CORNED, PICKLED & DRY FISH,I
where those wishing to purchase can be ac’ | works, v
commodated,
tied to st
Kennebunk-Landing, May 20,1841.
j body
Pressed i
Hark Wanted.
whig po
ASH will be paid for one hundred cords
of BARK, at the Tannery former1/
policy of
owned by D, W. Lord & Co.
I
lions.
DANIEL SMITH & Co.
If tho
Kennebunk-port, July 24.
I
fan parl
fat a coi
I.inseed Oil. „mraB
OR sale, by the subscriber, ENGI'l® I ionie de]
LINSEED OIL, first quality, at M (
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LOKI1, ffen,to
Well at t
Kennebunk, May 27,1841.
Port of
Hlown Salt.
give the

Commissioner®’ Notice.

W

XI

T

I

C

F

9U

SACKS BLOWN SALT-fo's,le
by
J. CURTIS

Kennebunk, June 18,1841.

